Combining multiple phenotypic traits optimally for detecting linkage with sib-pair observations.
A number of investigators have proposed regression methods for testing linkage between a phenotypic trait and a genetic marker with sib-pair observations. Xu et al. [Am J Hum Genet 67:1025-8, 2000] studied a unified method for testing linkage, which tends to be more powerful than existing procedures. Often there are multiple traits, which are linked to a common set of genetic markers. In this paper, we present a simple generalization of the unified test to combine information from multiple traits optimally. We use the simulated Genetic Analysis Workshop 12 data to illustrate this methodology and show the advantage of using the combined tests over the single-trait tests. For the four quantitative traits (Q1,...,Q4) studied, our linkage results suggest that major loci affecting Q1 and Q2 localize at or near markers D02G172, D19G032, and D09G122, while loci affecting Q3 and Q4 localize at or near markers D09G122 and D17G051.